Edexcel GCSE: Medicine and Treatment
and
Trench Medicine in the First World War

Practice Exam Booklet

Paper 1 Guide & Exemplar Examination Questions – Medicine Through Time (1250-present day)
Paper One covers WW1: The Historic Environment and Medicine through Time
Your Examination will be 75 minutes in total
Q1

4 marks

(WW1)

Q2a

8 marks

(WW1)

Q2b

4 marks

(WW1)

Q3

4 marks

(Medicine)

Q4

12 marks

(Medicine)

Q5/6 16 marks (+4 for SPaG)

(Medicine)

The (+4) is for excellent spelling, grammar, punctuation and use of correct subject terminology. You will have
a choice of 2 possible questions for the 16 mark question, but the other questions will only have one
question to attempt, so high-quality revision is essential.
This document contains a number of possible questions which will help you revise most effectively, by
putting your knowledge into action by applying it to relevant questions. These questions are not the only
ones which could be asked, so ensure all topics are revised!
Approximate examination timings for each type of question:
4 marks

5-6 minutes

8 marks

10-12 minutes

12 marks

15 minutes

16 (+4) marks

20-24 minutes
Technique tips

Understanding HOW to approach questions is a key exam preparation skill. For many students, revision
begins with going over notes of each sub-topic studied. However, you’ll revise more effectively and more
efficiently is you revise using practise questions to guide you. This booklet contains a large number of
practise questions, as well as some tips below on how to show off the right type of skills in each exam
question.
All practise questions completed this year can be submitted to your teacher for marking, at any time!
Q1: 4 mark question – Key Features
A brief but knowledge rich answer is required. You must identify two specific key features related to the
topic of enquiry in the question and support both of these with much wider contextual knowledge.
Q2a: 8 mark question – ‘How useful…?’
You will be provided with 2 sources relating to WW1. It’s important to explain both the value (usefulness)
and if any, the limitations (missing information) from both sources. You DO NOT need to compare the
sources – it’s better to handle them separately. If you want to score above 5/8 you’ll need to include your
own wider knowledge about the content given in both sources. Don’t forget to consider the provenance
when judging usefulness (Nature/Origin/Purpose). It’s always a good idea to add a final judgement in your
brief conclusion about the usefulness of each source.

Q2b: 4 mark question – ‘How could you follow up?’
This question will re-use one of the sources you analysed for Q2a. You will have four prompts to follow on
the exam paper. You need to: a) identify a feature in the source that could be followed up with further
research; b) pose your own relevant question to ask, in order to complete further research from the source;
c) indicate the other type(s) of sources that would be useful in an extended enquiry; d) explain how the new
type of source would help you answer the question you posed at the second stage.
Q3: 4 mark question – Difference/Similarity over two time periods
A brief but knowledge rich answer is required. For each time period give specific examples. Make sure you
compare both periods explicitly. For example, ‘XXX was similar, because in the Middle Ages…and similarly in
the 16th century…’.
Q4: 12 mark question – ‘Explain why…’
This question type expects you to be able to give reasons why something happened. The two bullet points
are a guide of relevant information but you must elaborate to show the extent of your knowledge. It is
essential that you also include further relevant knowledge of your own. You should aim to give at least
THREE explained reasons in a 12 mark question. Always try to elaborate on both bullet points, and add at
least one further well explained point of your own (2 is better, if you can!)
Q5/6 16+4 mark questions – ‘How far do you agree?’
This question gives 16 marks for knowledge and 4 marks for use of correct terminology, spelling, punctuation
and grammar. It is worth nearly 50% of the total marks available, so you may prefer to start the exam with
this question to ensure you maximise your time available. You should NOT spend longer than 26 minutes on
it though, as you’ll jeopardise losing the other available marks.
This type of question expects you to be able to identify the concept of the statement being given, for
example, is it about significance; cause; consequence; change; continuity; similarity, or difference?
Examples of statement identification:
CAUSE

‘the bus was late because it broke down’

CONSEQUENCE

‘the bus was late. It broke down due to poor maintenance’

CHANGE

‘the bus was on time because the timetable has recently been improved’

You will also be expected to look at both sides of the possible argument before reaching an overall
judgement. It is essential to look at how to agree and how to disagree.
A good opening statement is ‘I agree to a limited/partial extent…’. This allows you to look at both sides
effectively before summing up your main verdict. Another good tip, for showing both sides of the argument,
is to use phrases such as ‘On one hand/On the other hand’ – to indicate you are considering the whole
picture.
You should consider at least three points of evidence (more if you can) and ensure you try to use both of the
bullet points. It is ESSENTIAL to include at least two more points from your own wider relevant knowledge.
The easiest way to decide if you agree or disagree overall is to see which side you have more evidence for.
If you spot points which link, make that link explicit in your writing. Ensure you refer back to the question
regularly, to show the examiner you are fully focused on analysing the statement.

Question 1
4 marks
1. Describe two features of the Field Ambulance Station on the Western Front.
2. Describe two features of the effects of gas attacks on soldiers
3. Describe two features of the trench system on the Western Front
4. Describe two features of the Casualty Clearing Station on the Western Front
5. Describe two features of new medical techniques used during WW1
6. Describe two features of the evacuation route used on the Western Front
7. Describe two features of the blood bank at Cambrai
8. Describe two features of the FANY
9. Describe two features of transport used to evacuate the wounded on the Western Front
10. Describe two features of plastic surgery on the Western Front

Question 2a
8 marks
1. Study Sources A and B. How useful are sources A and B for an enquiry into the impact of the
terrain on the transport of the wounded on the Western Front? Explain your answer, using
both sources and your own knowledge of the historical context.
Source A
A shell crater on the Western Front, 1917

Source B
From the recorded memories of William Easton, East Anglian Field Ambulance. He was eighteen
years old in 1916. Here he described conditions near Ypres in 1917.
‘Up at Ypres we used to go up the line and we’d be waist deep in mud. We
were carrying the wounded down near a place called Hooge, where had been a
terrible amount of fighting. One trip down a trench in those conditions
and you’d be all in – exhausted. If you got two or three wounded men down
in a day, that was all you could expect to do. We had to carry men in
fours there and we had to be very careful as you could do more damage to a
man than the shell if you jolted him too much or he fell off the
stretcher. To make carrying easier, we had slings, which we put round our
shoulders and over the stretcher handles.’

2. Study Sources A and B. How useful are sources A and B for an enquiry into the treatments
that were available for wounded soldiers on the Western Front? Explain your answer, using
both sources and your own knowledge of the historical context.
Source A
From Harvey Cushing’s ‘A Surgeon’s Journal’ 1915-1918, published in 1936. This work included
extracts from the journal kept by Cushing, an American surgeon. Here he is describing the
conditions under which he was is working during the battle of Passchendaele on August 19, 1917.
Cushing had a 71% success rate as opposed to the 50% of other surgeons.
‘My prize patient, Baker, with the shrapnel ball removed from his brain,
after doing well for three days suddenly shot up a temperature to 104 last
night about midnight. I took him to the operating theatre, reopened the
perfectly healed external wound, and found to my dismay a massive gas
infection of the brain. I bribed two orderlies to stay up with him in the
operating room, where he could have constant thorough irrigation over the
brain and through the track of the missile [passing a warm saline solution
along the path taken by the shrapnel to prevent infection]. No light
except candles was permitted last night.’
Source B
Photograph of a mobile x-ray unit taken in 1917

3. Study Sources A and B. How useful are sources A and B for an enquiry into the effects of gas
attacks on the Western Front in 1915? Explain your answer, using both sources and your
own knowledge of the historical context.
Source A
Photograph of a man wearing a cotton wool pad respirator, April 1915. This was a simple form of
gas mask. The first use of respirators began in 1915, at the same time as the Second Battle of
Ypres, in April 1915.

Source B
From the Daily Telegraph, a British newspaper, 29 April 1915
‘POISON BOMBS: CANADIAN’S HEROIC CONDUCT
There appears to be little doubt that the material used by the Germans in
the ‘poison bombs’ is chlorine. This is the only conclusion one can arrive
at after hearing the graphic narration of a Canadian who was enveloped in
the fumes near Ypres. The Canadian said, “Directly we opened fire the
Germans rained shrapnel over us. We kept the guns going, wounded as some
of us were. That we could stand. We had no complaints, because it was
honest warfare. Then came the surprise. We saw bombs burst in the air and
throw off a greenish-yellow vapour…” At yesterday’s meeting of the London
Education Committee, the chairman (Mr. Gilbert) called attention to the
request of the Government for respirators (gas masks) for the troops.’

4. Study Sources A and B. How useful are sources A and B for an enquiry into the treatment of
the wounded at Advance Dressing Stations (ADSs) on the Western Front? Explain your
answer, using both sources and your own knowledge of the historical context.
Source A
From the diary of E.S.B Hamilton, 19 August 1916. Hamilton had been in France for over a year at
this time, as part of the Field Ambulance. At the time of this diary entry, he was working at an
Advanced Dressing Station on the Somme.
‘The dugout [of the ADS] is awfully overcrowded both night and day and it
is impossible to get it cleaned or aired. [There were] something like 800
people through here in about thirty hours the day before yesterday. This
is far too much work for the personnel [of] three officers and about 115
men. Result [is] a lot of the men are done up and the officers seedy and
depressed.’
Source B
A photograph of an Advanced Dressing Station. This was taken in August 1916 at Pozieres Ridge,
which was part of the Somme campaign

Question 2b
4 marks
1. Study Source B. How could you follow up Source B to find out more about the impact of the
terrain on the transport of the wounded on the Western Front?
Source B
From the recorded memories of William Easton, East Anglian Field Ambulance. He was eighteen
years old in 1916. Here he described conditions near Ypres in 1917.
‘Up at Ypres we used to go up the line and we’d be waist deep in mud. We were carrying the
wounded down near a place called Hooge, where had been a terrible amount of fighting. One trip
down a trench in those conditions and you’d be all in – exhausted. If you got two or three wounded
men down in a day, that was all you could expect to do. We had to carry men in fours there and we
had to be very careful as you could do more damage to a man than the shell if you jolted him too
much or he fell off the stretcher. To make carrying easier, we had slings, which we put round our
shoulders and over the stretcher handles.’





Detail in Source B that I would follow up
Question I would ask
What type of source I could use
How this might help answer my question

2. Study Source A. How could you follow up Source A to find out more about the treatments that
were available for the wounded on the Western Front?
Source A
From Harvey Cushing’s ‘A Surgeon’s Journal’ 1915-1918, published in 1936. This work included
extracts from the journal kept by Cushing, an American surgeon. Here he is describing the
conditions under which he was is working during the battle of Passchendaele on August 19, 1917.
Cushing had a 71% success rate as opposed to the 50% of other surgeons.
‘My prize patient, Baker, with the shrapnel ball removed from his brain,
after doing well for three days suddenly shot up a temperature to 104 last
night about midnight. I took him to the operating theatre, reopened the
perfectly healed external wound, and found to my dismay a massive gas
infection of the brain. I bribed two orderlies to stay up with him in the
operating room, where he could have constant thorough irrigation over the
brain and through the track of the missile [passing a warm saline solution
along the path taken by the shrapnel to prevent infection]. No light
except candles was permitted last night.’





Detail in Source A that I would follow up
Question I would ask
What type of source I could use
How this might help answer my question

3. Study Source B. How could you follow up Source B to find out more about gas attacks in
1915, on the Western Front?
Source B
From the Daily Telegraph, a British newspaper, 29 April 1915
‘POISON BOMBS: CANADIAN’S HEROIC CONDUCT
There appears to be little doubt that the material used by the Germans in the ‘poison bombs’ is
chlorine. This is the only conclusion one can arrive at after hearing the graphic narration of a
Canadian who was enveloped in the fumes near Ypres. The Canadian said, “Directly we opened fire
the Germans rained shrapnel over us. We kept the guns going, wounded as some of us were. That
we could stand. We had no complaints, because it was honest warfare. Then came the surprise. We
saw bombs burst in the air and throw off a greenish-yellow vapour…” At yesterday’s meeting of the
London Education Committee, the chairman (Mr. Gilbert) called attention to the request of the
Government for respirators (gas masks) for the troops.’





Detail in Source B that I would follow up
Question I would ask
What type of source I could use
How this might help answer my question

4. Study Source A. How could you follow up Source A to find out more about the treatment of
the wounded at Advanced Dressing Stations on the Western Front?
Source A
From the diary of E.S.B Hamilton, 19 August 1916. Hamilton had been in France for over a year at
this time, as part of the Field Ambulance. At the time of this diary entry, he was working at an
Advanced Dressing Station on the Somme.
‘The dugout [of the ADS] is awfully overcrowded both night and day and it
is impossible to get it cleaned or aired. [There were] something like 800
people through here in about thirty hours the day before yesterday. This
is far too much work for the personnel [of] three officers and about 115
men. Result [is] a lot of the men are done up and the officers seedy and
depressed.’





Detail in Source A that I would follow up
Question I would ask
What type of source I could use
How this might help answer my question

Question 3
4 marks
1. Explain one way in which people’s reactions to the plague were similar in the 14th and 17th
centuries.
2. Explain one way in which ideas about preventing the plague were different in the 14th and
17th centuries.
3. Explain one way in which approaches to the treatment of disease were different in the 13th
and 17th centuries.
4. Explain one way in which doctors’ diagnosis of disease was different in the 14th and 20th
centuries.
5. Explain one way in which understanding of the cause of disease was different in the late 19th
and 20th centuries.
6. Explain one way in which ideas about the causes of disease were similar in the 14 th and 17th
centuries.
7. Explain one way in which the prevention of disease and illness was different in the 19 th and
21st centuries.
8. Explain one way in which the treatment of disease and illness were similar in the 14th and
17th centuries.

Question 4
12 marks
1. Explain why the role of the Church in medicine decreased in importance in the years
c.1250-c.1700. You may use the following in your answer:
 Medical training
 William Harvey
You MUST also use information of your own.

2. Explain why there was continuity in the way disease and illness were prevented and treated
in the period c.1250-c.1700. You may use the following in your answer:
 Great Plague
 Attitudes in society
You MUST also use information of your own.

3. Explain why there was rapid change in the prevention of smallpox after 1798. You may use
the following information in your answer:
 Inoculation
 The government
You MUST also use information of your own.

4. Explain why there was continuity in ideas about the cause of disease during the period
c1250-c1500. You may use the following information in your answer:
 The Church
 Galen
You MUST also use information of your own.

5. Explain why there was continuity in the way disease was treated in the period c1500-c1700.
You may use the following information in your answer:
 The Great Plague (1665)
 Attitudes in society
You MUST also use information of your own.

6. Explain why there was little change in the care provided by hospitals in the period c1250c1500. You may use the following information in your answer:
 Ideas in the Church
 Herbal remedies
You MUST also use information of your own.

7. Explain why there were changes in the way ideas about the causes of disease and illness
were communicated in the period c1500-c1700. You may use the following in your answer:
 The printing press
 The Royal Society
You MUST also use information of your own.

8. Explain why there was rapid change in surgical treatments in the period c1700-c1900. You
may use the following information in your answer:
 Chloroform
 Joseph Lister
You MUST also use information of your own.

9. Explain why the government increased its role in preventing disease and illness during the
period c.1700-c.1900. You may use the following in your answer:
 Public Health Acts
 Cholera
You MUST also use information of your own.
10. Explain why there have been changes in understanding the cause of disease during the 20 th
Century. You may use the following in your answer:
 DNA
 Lifestyle
You MUST also use information of your own.

Question 5/6
16 marks (+4 SPaG)

1. ‘The Theory of the Four Humours was the main idea about the cause of disease in the Middle
Ages’. How far do you agree? You may use the following information in your answer:
 University training
 Galen’s ideas
You MUST also use information of your own.

2. ‘John Snow’s work on cholera was a turning point in the control of infectious disease in the
period c.1700-c.1900’. How far do you agree? You may use the following in your answer:
 Jenner’s vaccination
 The Broad Street Pump
You MUST also use information of your own.

3. ‘Hospital treatment in England in the period from 1250 to 1500 was very rare’. How far do
you agree? You may use the following information in your answer:
 Charity hospitals
 Care in the home
You MUST also use information of your own.

4. ‘Preventions and treatments for disease and illness in medieval England were based on
religious ideas’. How far do you agree? You may use the following in your answer:
 The Church
 The Theory of Opposites
You MUST also use information of your own.

5. ‘Individuals had the biggest impact on medical training in the 16 th and 17th centuries’. How far
do you agree? You may use the following information in your answer:
 Vesalius
 The Royal Society
You MUST also use information of your own.

6. ‘Government action is the most important reason why there were improvements in care and
treatment in hospitals in the 19th and 20th centuries’. How far do you agree? You may use the
following in your answer:
 Florence Nightingale
 Government funding
You MUST also use information of your own.

7. ‘There was little progress in medicine in Britain during the Renaissance period (c1500c1700)’. How far do you agree? You may use the following information in your answer:
 The work of William Harvey
 Bloodletting and purging
You MUST also use information of your own.

8. ‘Jenner’s vaccination against smallpox was a major breakthrough in the prevention of disease
in Britain during the period c1700-c1900’. How far do you agree? You may use the following
information in your answer:
 Cowpox
 Cholera
You MUST also use information of your own.

9. ‘There was rapid change in ideas about the causes of illness and disease in the period
c1700-c1900’. How far do you agree? You may use the following information in your answer:
 Spontaneous generation
 Louis Pasteur
You MUST also use information of your own.

10. ‘Louis Pasteur’s publication of the Germ Theory was the biggest turning point in medicine in
the period c1700-c1900’. How far do you agree? You may use the following information in
your answer:
 Edward Jenner
 Robert Koch
You MUST also use information of your own.

11. ‘There was complete change in ideas about the cause of disease and illness in the period
c.1700-c.1900’. How far do you agree? You may use the following information in your
answer:
 Germ Theory
 Robert Koch
You MUST also use information of your own.

12. ‘The main reason that penicillin was developed in the early twentieth century was because of
the work of individuals’. How far do you agree? You may use the following information in your
answer:
 Florey and Chain
 WW2
You MUST also use information of your own.

